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Double Column Height Dial Gage
Operating Instructions

The height gage will be read with dual directional counters in combination with a dial. The dual directional counters can be set at
any desired height by depressing the zero set button.
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(1) Base
(2) Scriber
(3) Clamp
(4) Scribing Frame
(5) Dial
(6) Carriage
(7) Measuring Hand Wheel

(8) Columns
(9) Fixing Piece
(10) Locking Lever
(11) Counter
(12) Zero Setting Button
(13) Dial Bezel
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Fig. 1

1. SPECIFICATIONS
1.1 Measuring range: 0-300mm, 0-450mm,0-600mm, 0-12in, 0-18in, 0-24in
1.2 Graduations
1.2.1 Dial graduations:0.01mm, 0.001in
1.2.2 Counter graduations:1mm, 0.1in
1.3 Range/Rev:1mm, 0.1in
1.4 Accuracy

2. HOW TO TAKE MEASUREMENTS

2.1 Setting Zero.
2.1.1 Keep base and the surface of the scriber clean before measuring.
2.1.2 Loosen the locking lever.
2.1.3 Turn the measuring handwheel.

a. Course adjustment: Turn the small handle. Fig.2.
b. Fine adjustment: Turn the large handwheellightly, contact the scriber to the reference face.

Fig.3.
2.1.4 Turn the dial bezel to the "0" position.
2.1.5 Press the two zero setting buttons on the counters to set them to "0:'
2.2 One may now perform height measurements and scribing.
2.3 Methods of reading.
2.3.1 From a reference face to a height measurement, the measured value should be the upper counter's reading plus the

reading of the dial.
2.3.2 To measure down from certain reference, the measured value should be the lower counter's reading plus the reading of

the dial.

2.3.3 Comparison Measurement: First, measure a reference workpiece with the height gage, turn the dial bezel to set the "0"
position, then measure a workpiece and read on the dial directly.

3. NOTES
3.1 Keepthe tool clean and avoid shocks or accuracymay be affected.
3.2 Movethe tool by the base, not the columns.
3.3 Lowerthe carriage when not in use, but not lower than the bottom of the base. If the unit will not be used for some time

removethe scriber and apply a light coat of oil on all surfaces.
3.4 Preventwater or other liquids from entering the carriage.
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Accuracy Accuracy

0-200mm :t:O.03mm 0-8in :t:O.OO12in

>200-400mm :t:O.04mm >8-16in :t:O.OO15in

>400-600mm :t:O.05mm >16-24in :t:O.OO2in
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